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Planning and the So-Called ‘Sharing’ Economy
Anna Joo Kim
School of Public Aﬀairs, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, USA

‘Sharing economy’ technology platforms now encompass housing (most prominently Airbnb);
transport (from taxi-replacements Uber and Lyft to short-term rental bicycles and electric
scooters); to temporary labor (TaskRabbit). Undoubtedly, more such concepts are being developed, funded, and deployed as we speak. ‘Sharing’ platform creators describe their work as
‘disruptive’ and ‘innovating in the regulatory sphere’ and in many cities have been at odds with
both planners and residents as well as competing industries.
Planning scholars and practitioners have been caught on the back foot due to the rapid
speed at which the ‘sharing economy’ has emerged and the lack of data available publicly for
assessing its scale and how it’s aﬀecting the cities we plan. We invited authors to discuss how
we ought to conceive of the sharing economy, how we might understand its impacts across
people and places, and how planning could or should respond to its emergence and growth.
The papers we received span two issues of interface. In this issue, the writing focuses on the
planning regulatory response to platforms; and in issue 20.2 we will take up the implications of
these platforms for work and labor in the city.
These authors connect the ‘new’ sharing economy to older more endemic forms of informality, to reiterate that in some ways we are still dealing with questions around whether or not
informality can be regulated, and also if the extractive platform sharing economy maintains
some relationship to the other versions of sharing.
What the sharing economy has always done, even before the emergence of large corporations as mediators, is to challenge what Brown calls the “status quo.” An important question she
asks in her piece for this Interface is whether or not the status quo, in this case the traditional
taxi industry, was good to begin with. Brown directly compares ride-share platforms to a taxi
industry that has presented signiﬁcant barriers to African American mobility. While digital
infrastructure is still uneven, and ride hailing via apps might result in a user’s “delayed mobility”,
the traditional taxi industry for some people of color in some neighborhoods meant no mobility
at all. A question I would also like to raise is how the more visible version of ride-hailing has
replaced and possibly displaced the pre-existing informal and underground community
mechanisms for how African American or Latinx or Asian immigrants solved mobility problems
before, through similar but diﬀerently accessed informal ride-sharing strategies (Blasi & Leavitt,
Driving Poor, 2006).
We as planners are asked to think about allowing for, and being comfortable with allowing
the informal to exist and to also question planning’s primary impulse to regulate – challenged
by any version of the sharing economy. Nelson & Ehrenfeucht reﬂect that the question of the
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sharing economy in its simple form is partly a question of how to plan for informality. Informality
has always existed, but the relationships are highlighted by the app-based sharing economy
that has created a scale of visibility that more directly confronts cities with the problem of
sharing. As they write, “home-sharing is big business,” and big business like this cannot be
ignored.
But at what scale will we decide to regulate? The “platform economy” as Holman deﬁnes it
may be a more useful term than “sharing economy” to accurately describe what is creating
regulatory conﬂict. She points out that, although this is big global business with some version of
Airbnb present in nearly every country, it is also a city-scale problem, and cities need to do the
work to catch up to the regulatory process. Cities in this case need to innovate to regulate, and
Gurran & Sadowsky agree: if Airbnb and other platforms “hacked” existing regulations around
rental restrictions and short term regulations, there are also even newer “hacks” emerging as
a response – a resistance, if you will, to the extractive sharing economy. While local regulation
appears somewhat easy for companies to evade, there is a “resistance” network of real neighbors in real neighborhoods who have also learned to innovate – with apps emerging to help
communities regulate the presence of illegal activity, such as Host Compliance and Sublet Spy.
Many of the authors also point out the primary disadvantage that neighbors, neighborhoods,
and cities are faced with when it comes to any form of “combat” against the platform sharing
economy. As Sanyal and Ferreri discuss, local governments struggle to enforce existing (and
pending) local laws and policies around short term rentals, for example. One of the primary
reasons that local governments struggle with enforcement is due to lack of data; government
access to corporate data is needed for better enforcement.
Bastos & Kresse’s discussion of how the City of Seoul is creating a system of “carrots” and not
just sticks points to possible solutions around how governments create ﬂexible and hybrid forms
of regulation. The Seoul Metropolitan Government’s sharing policy seeks to collaborate with,
rather than control, the peer to peer sharing platform. In particular, it promotes and stimulates
start-ups that use sharing that improves the social welfare of a greater number of users –
a government sponsored program that looks for alternatives to “extractive commercial platforms”. While still vague in its intent, the policy is overall to support a larger “ecosystem” of
sharing that connects diﬀerent forms of sharing to increase the access of local residents to
needed social services, housing, or other resources.
There is something important about how disruptive the commercialization of the sharing
economy is. The new version of sharing via platforms, whether extractive or not, is at a scale
large enough to serve as a global wake-up call to local governments to ﬁgure it out, and
ﬁgure it out fast. Enough people really, truly, informally (and maybe illegally) share their lives,
their homes, their cars, and their resources, and it’s not always bad – but, it’s not always good.
Although ‘sharing’ is sometimes ill-deﬁned, this issue explores how ‘sharing’ as it has proliferated worldwide via digital mechanisms (aka the ‘App’) has butted heads with local governments and local regulatory policies. Where there is overlap between ‘old’ and ‘new’ sharing is
that the app-based sharing economy in its ﬂexibility, people-driven-ness, and in its place of
exchange (the private car or the private home) does still mimic old-fashioned sharing:
primarily in its evasiveness. Policy, even as it emerges, and cities, even as they try to regulate,
remain befuddled by sharing, even corporatized, large-scale sharing as mediated by multibillion dollar companies like Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb. Further confusion arises as we try to
puzzle out how ‘sharing’ becomes a job, or at least becomes labor. In the Interface in issue
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20.2, we will consider how platforms are reshaping work in today’s ‘hustle’ economy, and how
planners might address the relationship of work to the city.
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Can Shared Mobility Deliver Equity?
Anne Brown
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, USA

Physical transportation infrastructure and resources – or lack thereof – have long demarcated
neighborhoods of ‘haves’ from neighborhoods or ‘have nots,’ with disproportionate investment
in higher-income and white neighborhoods. Shared mobility such as ridehailing (e.g. Uber and
Lyft), now presents two possible futures; it could bridge the existing transportation divide and
boost mobility for all travelers, or it could exclude some travelers and neighborhoods and
perpetuate existing inequities. The question now for planners is; can new shared modes provide
a more equitable transportation future? And what role do planning researchers and practitioners
have in delivering such a future?

Delivering More Equitable Mobility
In most American cities, urban spatial structures require all travelers – including zero-car households – to occasionally travel by car. Before shared mobility services, taxis provided critical automobility for zero-car travelers, many of whom are low-income. American households earning
less than $25,000 per year, for example, took 17 percent of all trips, but 41 percent of taxi trips
(NHTS, 2009; Schaller, 2015). But taxi access varies by who hails a ride, and U.S. taxis have a long
history of racial discrimination. In Washington, D.C., for example, taxis are 25 percent less likely
to pick up a black than a white rider (Wrigley, 2013). In Seattle, 60 percent of white riders were
picked up by the ﬁrst empty taxi that approached compared to just 20 percent of black riders
(Ge, Knittel, MacKenzie, & Zoepf, 2016).
Can new shared services provide more equitable access compared to this status quo? My own audit
study of Uber, Lyft, and taxis in Los Angeles suggests, yes. Echoing research from other cities, I ﬁnd
evidence of pervasive racial discrimination by taxis; black riders in Los Angeles were 73 percent more
likely than white riders to have a taxi trip cancelled. In contrast, ridehail services (Uber and Lyft) nearly
erased the service gap between riders. All but 4 of 1,704 (99.8%) ridehail users reached their
destinations compared to about 80 percent of taxi hailers. In other words, taxi discrimination prevents
mobility, while ridehail discrimination slightly delays but does not preclude mobility. When riders were
picked up, ridehailing also narrowed the wait time gap between black and white riders: compared to
white riders, black riders waited between 6 and 15 minutes longer for taxis but only 11 seconds to
1 minute 43 seconds longer for ridehailing, controlling for time of day and location.
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Platform and policy-level interventions are needed to fully close the gap between ridehail
users, but ridehailing’s improvements relative to taxis oﬀer insight into three ways that
shared mobility technologies may lessen discrimination’s experienced eﬀects. First, ridehail
ratings may deter discrimination. Picking up strangers in one’s car involves inherent risk, and
taxi drivers face high rates of personal injury and death (Menéndez, Socias-Morales, & Daus,
2017). Unlike taxis, ridehail star ratings may provide a form of rider-vetting and reduce proxy
discrimination by drivers, who can use star ratings rather than observable traits to make
inferences about passenger behaviors. The potential beneﬁts of rating systems come with
two caveats; the ratings themselves may be subject to implicit or explicit bias, resulting in
lower rankings for people of color, as cited in a 2016 Boston lawsuit (Adams, 2016), and
travelers with comparable ratings may still receive unequal service. In the previously-mentioned audit study in Los Angeles, black riders waited longer than white riders despite all
riders having 4.5/5 ridehail star ratings or higher.
Second, greater (perceived or actual) driver accountability on ridehailing compared to taxis
may deter discrimination. Despite formal channels established for taxi complaints, auditors in
Los Angeles reported that “There‘s no accountability, I felt, with the taxis, ‘cause you don‘t rate
them. I tried calling them [the taxi company] and they didn‘t care.” By contrast, ridehail apps
oﬀer built-in driver accountability tools that allow riders to rate drivers and quickly ﬁle service
complaints, including reports of discrimination; drivers with low star ratings may be removed
from ridehail platforms.
Finally, the sheer supply of ridehail vehicles may reduce negative outcomes resulting from
individual acts of discrimination. While ridehail drivers cancelled on riders less frequently than
taxis, the consequences of those cancellations also diverged starkly from taxis. A taxi cancellation results in no service, and 26 percent of black riders in the Los Angeles audit study were not
picked up by a taxi compared to about 15 percent of white riders. During ridehailing trips,
however – and even though black riders were 4 percentage points more likely to be cancelled
on compared to white riders – a rider was assigned to a new driver 18 seconds later on average,
limiting the mobility implications of individual cancellations. Short reassignment times are due
both to the dynamic assignment of riders to the closest driver, and to the large, mostly
uncapped, supply of ridehail vehicles, which increases the odds that another driver is nearby.
While new services may deliver better and more equitable service, improved mobility outcomes depend on individual access to the two keys that unlock shared mobility services;
a smartphone and bank account. Nationally, higher shares of younger, less-educated, lowincome, and non-white populations are unbanked or underbanked (FDIC, 2016). In researching
the geography of Lyft trips in Los Angeles, I ﬁnd no evidence that ridehailing excludes
neighborhoods based on resident income or racial-ethnic characteristics as taxis have historically
done. Instead, ﬁndings suggest ridehailing exclusion occurs along a digital divide. Fewer Lyft
users live in majority-Hispanic neighborhoods relative to the neighborhoods’ share of the
county population and controlling for the built environment. Lower Lyft use in majorityHispanic neighborhoods may reﬂect banking or technological barriers in these neighborhoods.
For example, about 16 percent of Hispanic households are unbanked compared to just 3 percent
of white households and Spanish-only speaking households have lower rates of smartphone
ownership (47%) compared to non-Spanish speaking households (68%) (FDIC, 2016). Data plans
may also preclude access; Smith et al. (2015) ﬁnd that 44 percent of smartphone users lose
service at some point due to ﬁnancial constraints, and that low-income, black, and Latino users
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are all twice as likely to have cancelled or lost service at some point compared to higher-income
and white users (Smith et al., 2015). Without smartphones or data plans, travelers cannot hail
shared mobility services.

Data & Metrics: Tools for Equity
My research suggests that ridehailing oﬀers more equitable car access compared to services
previously available, but policies are still needed to close the gap entirely between riders. To do
this, planners must set concrete metrics and require data to ensure equitable outcomes.
Equity-ﬁrst metrics should reﬂect both shared mobility opportunities and outcomes.
Opportunity metrics reﬂect if or how much service is available, such as the number of vehicles
per mile or capita in a neighborhood. Outcome metrics measure how well shared mobility serves
a neighborhood, such as wait times across neighborhoods. Metrics should reﬂect access at both
the individual and neighborhood level given observed service variations across each. Finally, in
addition to measuring who uses shared mobility, cities should adopt a metric that captures who
does not use such services – such as the number of users per capita in neighborhoods or shared
mobility user demographics – to understand who may be excluded from shared mobility
services.
Cities should use equity-based metrics to dictate the data requests (or requirements) from
shared mobility companies. While tempting, requesting huge quantities of disaggregate data
from private mobility companies is unlikely to yield productive outcomes if unassociated with
concrete performance metrics. Cities should adopt data standards, such as the Mobility Data
Speciﬁcation developed in Los Angeles, to standardize data obtained from shared mobility
companies. Standardized data can both help cities justify data requests or requirements and
also encourage cross-jurisdiction analyses to foster deeper understanding of equity outcomes
across multiple contexts. While data alone will not guarantee equitable service across space or
eliminate discrimination, it can answer more questions, more reliably, and at lower costs than in
previous years and help to advance equitable access to ridehail and other shared services.
Equitable access to shared mobility will only be achieved if cities can bridge the digital
mobility divide. For example, the Bike Share for All program in the San Francisco Bay Area does
not require a credit card, allows people to sign up in-person rather than using a smartphone,
and is compatible with the regional transit fare card. But considerations for how shared mobility
can include all travelers, not just those with bank accounts and smartphones, remains woefully
absent from many planning discussions. For example, just one in ﬁve bike share operators set
explicit equity goals (Howland et al., 2017). To place equity at the forefront, cities can require
shared mobility companies articulate explicit equity goals and oﬀer access options for residents
without smartphones or bank accounts. Similar requirements should also be placed on partnerships forged between cities, transit agencies, and shared mobility companies.
Shared mobility can deliver more equitable transportation. But to do so, we must set equityﬁrst metrics that are easily understood and evaluated, and collect data to track those metrics
and ensure we achieve our goals. These tasks are a call to action for both planning researchers
and practitioners. Researchers should support practice through rigorous evaluation of performance metrics, pilot, and plans to advance equity-ﬁrst goals. And practitioners must plan with
equity at the forefront and consider, with each plan or proposal, and who may be included and
excluded, and how to bring potentially excluded groups into the fold.
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In the late 2000s, Airbnb and Uber focused attention on new forms of direct global exchange
through online platforms that connected buyers and sellers. This trend was collectively dubbed
‘the sharing economy’, invoking positive relationships in which people oﬀer goods, space or
skills to others who need and want them. Participants engaged in what began as a relatively
informal set of exchanges, using an online platform to ﬁnd a room or to oﬀer rides and
handcrafted goods. To some observers and participants, the sharing economy appeared to be
a new and appealing way to ﬁnd a place to stay or a ride, that was a convenient alternative to
the highly corporate global economy. For planners and public oﬃcials, the sharing economy
highlighted an enduring dilemma – how to plan for informality.
In examining this dilemma, we investigate three conceptual questions that have arisen from
a project about the politics of regulating short term rentals (STRs) in New Orleans, Louisiana:
● What is new or diﬀerent between the sharing economy and other types of informal activity?
● What is at stake and for whom?
● Can planners eﬀectively and fairly enforce regulations on the sharing economy?

New Orleans has widespread informal traditions that extend beyond housing. Public parades
and street vending are integral to the city’s rich cultural traditions, and participants’ practices
blur formal and informal lines (Ehrenfeucht & Croegaert, 2017). As a city that has faced decades
of decline and neglect, many residents also take action to maintain their neighborhoods, police
the streets, and earn their living outside the formal economy. After Hurricane Katrina, residents
exercised their right to return to the city through both formal and informal planning processes
and everyday reclamations of space (Nelson et al., 2007; Irazabel & Neville, 2007). In this context,
if and how to regulate STRs has been a source of ﬁerce debate.

What Is New or Diﬀerent between the Sharing Economy and Other Types of
Informal Activity?
As Kovács et al. (2017) argue, sharing economies are not particularly novel, but instead they
resemble other forms of informal vending and entrepreneurial activity that, by some accounts,
grew in the U.S. during the Great Recession (2007–2009). New Orleanians have long engaged in
home-sharing in the form of renting rooms, sharing houses, and creating new units in singles or
doubles. Short-term rentals are not new either. In New Orleans, property owners near Mardi Gras
parade routes or in neighborhoods adjacent to the site of the annual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Festival, have historically let their houses and apartments (along with driveways, yards and parking
spots) to visitors. These exchanges occurred informally and at speciﬁed times with full-time residents
leaving town during the events or doubling up with family or friends elsewhere in the city.
While the economic transaction is essentially the same, platforms like Airbnb and HomeAway have
altered the scale, scope and operation of home-sharing. The mass connectivity which these platforms
provide has made exchange possible across multiple degrees of separation, enabling transactions
among people who are physically and socially separate (Kovács, 2017). And although structured as
a peer-to-peer network, home-sharing is big business. In 2016, Airbnb was valued at $30 billion (Rosoﬀ,
2016).
The City of New Orleans, with a population of under 400,000, hosted almost 11 million
tourists in 2017 (Brasted, 2018). Home-sharing platforms have reduced transaction costs, making
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it easier for the growing number of visitors to rent a place to stay in the city’s historic
neighborhoods. At the same time, the platforms have enabled investors to amass and ‘share’
a portfolio of STR properties. In New Orleans and many other cities, commercial operators have
rapidly increased the numbers of STRs (Lane & Woodworth, 2017). While Airbnb and other
platforms emphasize that home-sharing enables low- and moderate-income homeowners to
supplement their income by renting out an extra room, such hosts represent a small share of
STR listings and revenue in New Orleans. Seventy percent of short-term rental listings in 2016
were for whole unit rentals, with many owned by multi-unit investors (NO CPC, 2018).

What Is at Stake and for Whom?
Battles over STRs have been playing out at the local level nationwide involving numerous publics:
hosts and visitors; neighbors in popular STR neighborhoods; competitor industries; and municipalities. During the ongoing eﬀorts to regulate, and at times reign in, STRs, these interest groups have
actively attempted to shape the narratives and deﬁne: what is at stake and for whom? People
engaged in other forms of home-sharing are also stakeholders who could be aﬀected by new
processes but are rarely vocal. Proactive policies to guide home-sharing must respond to both the
potential beneﬁts and impacts, and recognize how diﬀerent participants are situated in the
exchanges.
Proponents of STRs emphasize their economic impacts, their ability to create a ﬂexible range
of tourist accommodations, and their role in helping provide supplemental income to low- and
moderate-income homeowners. This last issue resonates with local oﬃcials, leading to regulatory eﬀorts that diﬀerentiate between STRs owned and managed by community residents versus
whole house rentals owned by absentee investors.
In contrast, aﬀordable housing advocates point to studies that suggest the proliferation of
STRs reduces the supply of long-term rental units and drives up rents, exacerbating housing
aﬀordability issues and contributing to gentriﬁcation (Lee, 2016; Horn & Merante, 2017). In
addition to aﬀordability concerns, neighborhood residents often express worries about quality
of life issues including loss of neighborhood character and noise. Hotel associations consider
STRs unfair competition and articulate their critiques in terms of the need for more stringent
regulations regarding the collection of local taxes on behalf of hosts and the need to comply
with health and safety standards, eﬀorts that Airbnb and other platforms have resisted.
In New Orleans, STR debates have largely focused on housing aﬀordability and the loss of
neighborhood character. Local activists, through independent analyses and community engagement, called attention to these issues, prompting the City Planning Commission (CPC) to
undertake their own study of STRs and develop regulations that were adopted by the City
Council in 2016. While some considered the regulations creative approaches to maintain control
and allowing innovation, critics argued they did too little to protect aﬀordability. In response,
a coalition of organizations committed to ethical and sustainable tourism issued new guidelines
to reform the STR legislation. In response, the CPC adopted, and a city council member
proposed, some modiﬁed guidelines. A key recommendation is limiting STR permits to one
per operator and to residents with a valid homestead exemption. This intends to ensure that
STRs are owned and managed by a community member, not an absentee landlord.
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Can Planners Eﬀectively and Fairly Enforce Regulations on the Sharing Economy?
Like New Orleans, many local governments have started to craft regulations to balance competing interests and manage the local impacts of STRs. Yet enforcing local laws and permitting
systems has proven diﬃcult (Gurran, 2018), and New Orleans has exercised little oversight since
adopting its initial STR regulations. In 2016, Airbnb entered into an agreement with the city to
share data and include a pass-through registration system on the Airbnb website. While Airbnb
held the agreement up as a model of their collaboration with local governments, they provided
insuﬃcient data to identify hosts who were not following rules and Airbnb ultimately removed
the pass-through registration system, which made enforcement impossible.
Conﬂicts between local governments and STR platforms are common and platforms have
become reticent collaborators with local governments. This creates a paradox because many
participants, including consumers, home-sharing hosts and drivers, would accept and even
welcome more formality in the form of regulation, job security, and standards. The multi-billion
dollar platforms, however, want to create the perception of informality.
To make the situation muddier, even though sharing platforms beneﬁt from the perception of
informality more than the service providers, producers and consumers, increased regulation could
also have disparate eﬀects on people engaging in other forms of home-sharing as their activities
are further scrutinized. In other contexts this has disadvantaged lower income residents with
longer traditions of informal activities that supplement incomes and available services. Even with
access to STR information, ordinances would likely be inconsistently enforced, instead becoming
a tool that can make participants vulnerable to irregular enforcement eﬀorts. Uneven enforcement
enables home-sharing even in restrictive environments but also leaves hosts vulnerable to ﬁnes.
As Devlin (2011) has shown with street vending, if enforcement becomes complaint driven,
complaints, and at times harassment, can determine how and where informal or sharing economy
activities operate as much as or more than speciﬁc regulations can.
The purpose is not to romanticize informal urban life, but to recognize that formalizing it has
consequences that can make the situation harder for those on the margins. Regulating the sharing
economy raises complex issues for planners and urban residents. The sharing economy and its
publics have many competing and complementary impulses and potential outcomes. The public
sector is responding through policy and regulation, but the eﬀects of current planning eﬀorts are
not yet materialized or well understood. Cities across and beyond the United States have increasingly attempted to incorporate, regulate, tax and reign-in the sharing economy, as they have
taken similar steps around other informal activities including street vending. The real challenge is
how to mediate competing claims, mitigate local adverse impacts without demonizing new
participants or those who historically found creative ways to augment limited incomes by sharing
space, and address new or intensiﬁed patterns of vulnerability, all while attempting to retain the
beneﬁts of this newly elevated landscape of consumption and service.
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Regulating Platform Economies in Cities – Disrupting the
Disruption?
Nancy Holman
Department of Geography and Environment, London School of Economics, London, UK

Introduction
The private sector has increasingly become involved in the governance of cities including in
planning. This can be seen in places like London where the 2015 Deregulation Act has loosened
the powers planners have to control short-term letting and in cities like New York City where
Uber and Lyft have been in a pitched battle with regulators. Much of this can be seen as a shift
towards new modes of working due to the advancement of mobile technologies and digital
networks that have begun to transform the way we live, work and entertain ourselves in cities. In
many respects this has also challenged how we, as planners, regulate housing, transport and the
urban economy in ways that help to create better outcomes for local communities.
In this Interface, I will work through these issues referring to the example of short-term letting
in London, which though not new, has recently become much more pronounced due to
platforms like Airbnb, Booking.com and Oneﬁnestay. Importantly, I will use the term ‘platform
economy’ rather than ‘sharing economy’ as it allows us to focus on the key dynamic that has
made formerly informal activities like ride sharing and couch surﬁng, ramp up into a globally
branded phenomena. This innovation is of course the App, which acts as an intermediary
between service providers and service users. This means that companies like Airbnb can boast
of having a platform containing close to 50,000 homes in London (“Inside Airbnb,” n.d.) without
ever having to invest in bricks and mortar, or that companies like Uber can act as the clearing
house for over 5billion rides globally (Sherman, 2018) without directly employing its drivers.
Without intensive computing and advancements in digital technologies, this would have been
impossible only a few years ago.
What the platform economy means for cities can be seen as both an advantage and as
a disadvantage, depending on how we choose to shape the opportunities that technological advancements bring. On a positive note, oﬀering ﬂexible and accessible work or the
ability to gain income from under-utilised assets like rooms in our homes, may bring
welcome relief to individuals struggling in the current economic climate. However, in an
unregulated form they also can lead to gentriﬁcation and rising house prices (Ferreri &
Sanyal, 2018; Wachsmuth & Weisler, 2018) and, in the case of platforms like Uber, Lyft and
Deliveroo, the exploitation of labour (Martin, 2016). I will argue that in order to ensure that
the beneﬁts of platform economies extend beyond venture capitalists to city dwellers, that
we need to imagine new ways to regulate and new ways to fund and model these
innovations. We are at a relatively early stage in the development of this new method of
service delivery. If we work to shape it rather than either attempting to crush it or ignore
it, we have the opportunity to make it more beneﬁcial to a wider section of the population. However, I am not sure that this can be done at a global level as we have too many
competing values and ideas that are embedded locally in our societies. Instead, I believe
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that cities are best placed to consider how to work through issues of platform capitalism,
as they are closest to the populations they serve.

The Regulation Conundrum
Regulating platform economies is a tricky business. For example, the relaxation of short-term
letting (STL) regulation in London saw planners faced with massive informational asymmetries and a nearly unenforceable regulation (Holman, Mossa, & Pani, 2018a). The enforcement
against STL infractions, already a time intensive and expensive business, grew ever harder as
a near tidal wave of new properties came on-line. For example, the London Borough of
Westminster saw listings on Airbnb of entire homes rise from just under 1500 in
November 2013 to over 3500 in March of 2016. With no way of tracking which properties
were listed and no way of knowing how long properties were listed for, planners found
themselves becoming amateur detectives, trawling Airbnb’s website trying to determine
which properties were listed in the borough and increasing their door-to-door visits in
areas where illegal activity had traditionally been highest. Worse still, when faced with
complaints, they found themselves able to oﬀer only minimal help to their residents. This
dynamic opens the door to a loss of trust in the planning system and a potential lessening
of job satisfaction amongst practitioners.
The question then is, how is it possible to oﬀer some form of control of the worst excesses of
the platform economy without loosing the beneﬁts it can provide? In their incisive paper on
regulation of the ‘sharing economy’, Finck & Ranchordas (2016) outline the multiple ways that
cities have chosen to deal with it. They describe tolerant or minimalist cities that see beneﬁts in
promoting platforms, and either do not enforce their own zoning regulations or impose minimal
regulations in the form of tax collection, night limits and residency requirements. Whilst this is
designed to restrict business interests from exploiting STL in the city, it is not always successful.
London is a case in point, as the regulations proposed by central government did little to curb
multi-listings, which are a common indicator of professional operators in the sector (Holman,
Mossa, & Pani, 2018).
Another style of engagement discussed by Finck and Ranchordas (2017) is what they
term the restrictive approach where cities seek to eliminate or strictly limit their illegal
operation. For example, Barcelona has initiated legislation and created an agreement with
Airbnb to share data. Properties that do not have a license can now be tracked and owners
ﬁned. This is one of the ﬁrst instances where a city has been able to enter into a data
sharing arrangement with the platform (O’Sullivan, 2018). Whilst this represents
a signiﬁcant improvement over the more intransigent position Airbnb took on data sharing, it goes only a small way to limiting the activities of other homesharing platforms.
Cities are therefore left to continue battles and negotiations with a growing number of
platforms on an individual basis.

How Can Cities Beneﬁt from Sharing?
Permissive approaches run the risk of being overwhelmed by the sheer magnitude and
proliferation of platforms and their ability to build markets quickly and exponentially
disrupting local housing, transport and labour market practices. In addition, they represent
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costly time intensive options for implementing tax policy, night limits and other regulations
as data asymmetries and local skills put planners continuously on the back foot. Finally they
also run the risk of altering the relationship between planners and residents who face
problems with STL, as the protection in terms of enforcement that planners can provide is
minimal. More restrictive modes of regulation solve, at least to some extent, the issue of
informational asymmetries by forcing platforms to reveal the location of each property being
advertised. Whilst this may prove to be more successful than the permissive approach, it still
requires considerable and seemingly unending negotiation between an ever-increasing
number of platforms.
A diﬀerent way forward may be to disrupt the disruption of platforms by providing
diverse, ethically led cooperative platforms that combine the best parts of collaborative
consumption with an App based interface. The platform co-operative movement has been
heavily supported by Trebor Scholz of the New School in New York, and simply-put allows
for transactions to be mediated via the platform whilst proﬁt and ownership is shared
amongst its producers. This means that any proﬁt made is shared amongst those who
actually produce the labour rather than platform owners or venture capitalists whose
interests are more often about maximising value rather than supporting fairer employment
practices or supporting locally aﬀordable housing. Jeremy Corbyn and the Labour Party in
their 2016 Digital Democracy Manifesto also took up this idea and it has taken hold in
a number of cities.
The way that cities can support the formulation of platform cooperatives is through proactive
planning policy and investment funds, which encourage their development. Whilst this may
seem overly ambitious or too diﬃcult a number of cities around the world are making signiﬁcant
progress. Seoul, South Korea was one of the ﬁrst to declare itself a ‘sharing city’ in 2012 and
since this time has made steady progress in providing a policy and investment climate that
encourages private companies and civic organisations to create sharing platforms in the city
aimed at supporting social values (Moon, 2017). Barcelona and Amsterdam have also embarked
upon this path, pushing toward progressive values through the ﬁscal and regulatory fostering of
socially based cooperative platforms.
Clearly it is early days and much remains to be seen as to how the platform economy
develops and what other disruptions may come from new technologies. However, much like
the destructive forces of early industrialisation, which had to be mitigated through planning and
employment law, platform economies need to be shaped toward providing more sustainable
and socially just outcomes for society. It is unlikely that governments will have the time, labour
force or budget to strictly enforce signiﬁcant regulation. Laissez-faire approaches are also
problematic as there is little ability to prevent the worst excesses of platform capitalism with
limited regulation. We are therefore left to imagine a diﬀerent way forward. Properly fostered
platform cooperatives may oﬀer us just this.

Notes on Contributor
Nancy Holman’s recent work examines how planners in London have tackled issues of
enforcement with respect to the loosening of regulation of short-term letting in London
arguing that this has limited planner’s opportunities to develop a critical voice that allows
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Regulatory Combat? How the ‘Sharing Economy’ is Disrupting
Planning Practice
Nicole Gurran

and Jathan Sadowski

School of Architecture, Design and Planning, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

The sudden emergence of the so-called ‘sharing economy’, with its disruptive implications for
cities, has escalated ongoing contests over the role of planning under neoliberalism. Long cast
as constraints on the free market, planning systems throughout the world have been corroded
by waves of reforms advanced by private development interests and their political representatives (Lord and Tewdwr-Jones, 2014; Sager, 2011). ‘Sharing’ corporations such as Uber and
Airbnb have escalated such battles, casting urban regulations as outdated constraints to digital
innovation and local participation in the global market. Many elected oﬃcials and residents have
been enlisted to these movements – supporting bids to change planning rules or licensing
requirements (Murillo, Buckland, & Val, 2017). Others have mounted ﬁerce resistance, backing
strict regulations (Gurran, 2018). New platforms to assist in policing these rules have also
emerged, allowing cities to outsource regulatory compliance to online services.
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What do these disruptions mean for planning practice, urban policy, and spatial regulation? We consider this question by drawing on ideas from regulatory theory, which explains
how ﬁrms in pursuit of capital depend on favourable institutional and regulatory regimes
(Baldwin, Cave, & Lodge, 2011), including eﬀective compliance and enforcement (Prior,
2000). As businesses seek expansion, they push against regulatory barriers, using political
techniques such as discursive framing, lobbying, alliance building, and ﬁnancial donations
with the objective of softening or capturing the regulatory environment to support their
growth (Goodwin, Duncan, & Halford, 1993). In the urban arena such tactics have inﬂuenced
central planning reform agendas (Raco, Street, & Trigo, 2017). They may also play out in local
permissions and zoning decisions.
Platforms – which make proﬁts by leasing access to services ranging from software applications to ride ‘sharing’ and accommodation bookings – adopt many of the same tactics used by
traditional ﬁrms, but their competitive advantage over incumbents depends more fundamentally on evading or usurping regulations, thus avoiding compliance costs (Pollman and Barry,
2016). This is particularly so for ‘sharing economy’ platforms such as Uber and Airbnb, who
compete with traditional service providers by operating beyond established licensing and
planning regulations. These platforms have engaged in what has been described as “regulatory
entrepreneurship” (Pollman and Barry, 2016), or simply “hacking” (Sharp, 2018), designed to
grow their market share while mobilising broad based support through platform users (riders,
hosts, guests) and their elected representatives (McNeill, 2017).
Extending these ideas and focusing on rental markets, we argue (below) that, in many
cities, struggles around online “home-sharing” are more properly characterised as regulatory
‘combat,’ with digital platforms and tourism vs. local planners and residents. This confrontation is giving rise to new forms of regulatory arbitrage and planning regulation within the
housing sector, as well as renewed interest in enforcement and compliance as a neglected
domain of planning practice.

Three-Pronged Attack
As Edinburgh continues to look for what the best regulations for short-term rentals might be, unlike
other players, Airbnb wants to champion this eﬀort by supporting Government and City Council
oﬃcials with information that will better help them to craft eﬀective home sharing rules that work
for all, because it’s the right thing to do. (Airbnb Citizen, 2018)

Airbnb has sought to shape the regulatory agenda by defusing three fundamental concerns
about “home-sharing”. The ﬁrst relates to the economic impacts for traditional accommodation
providers and their employees. Unlike hotels, Airbnb hosts face few costs to entry – able to
transform residential space into tourism accommodation simply by listing online – often
bypassing planning rules, license fees, and local taxes (Guttentag, 2015). However, the platform
rejects claims that short term rentals compete unfairly with hotels. Instead, it recruits as allies the
“everyday citizens” and the local businesses they “support”:
Marianne, a host in Leith notes that restrictive regulation would negatively impact her as a home
sharer adding that, “I’d have to close my room and despite the obvious income drop from a wasted
space in my home, I’d have less money to feed into my community and local businesses I’m now
able to support.” (Airbnb Citizen, 2018)
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The second battlefront is on impacts for neighbours and communities. As a submission to an
Australian inquiry on regulating short term rentals makes clear, conﬂicts between tourists and
local residents can be intense and corrosive:
We have had faeces and eggs thrown at our house and vehicles damaged for challenging these people
about their anti-social behaviour. . . . A lot of residents have sold up and moved away because of poor
behaviour by short-term rental tenants near-by . . . This leads to a loss of community as there is . . . an inﬂux
of constantly turning over tenants who have no local ties and no desire to ﬁt in. (Name Suppressed, 2015)

Rather than involving the law, Airbnb prefers to adjudicate ﬁghts via their platform. They claim
that the online marketplace oﬀers a transparent framework for managing conﬂict and risk,
regulated by reputation and trust in the form of mutual reviews (where hosts and guests rate
each other) (Gurran and Phibbs, 2017). Neighbours are excluded from this exchange.
The third battlefront focuses on permanent rental housing supply. Recent research has
highlighted impacts of commercial “home-sharing” on housing supply in Los Angeles (Lee,
2016), New York (Wachsmuth and Weisler, 2018), and Sydney (Gurran and Phibbs, 2017).
Airbnb refutes these ﬁndings, contending that most hosts “share” their own home rather than
absorb rental supply. Such claims are unable to be tested, because Airbnb and similar platforms
refuse to share listings data with public authorities, turning user “privacy” concerns into an
eﬀective shield.
At the same time, the platform has reframed the debate to portray “restrictive” home-sharing
rules as the real problem, preventing ordinary families from earning additional income and
pointing to a heavy regulatory burden on the housing system.
Airbnb is not ﬁghting alone on these three fronts, but rather as the commander of a coalition
of users, lobbyists, and allies in media and government. Airbnb has built its support base by
expanding users (now over 400 million guests and ﬁve million properties). The platform
champions its latent political power: “New poll says most Canadians support home-sharing”,
declared Airbnb in 2016, reporting on a survey the platform itself had commissioned (Airbnb
Citizen 2016). Airbnb has even enlisted regulators to help expand its position and power. For
example, during a period when short-term rental regulations were under active review, an
Australian government agency oﬀered seniors $100 vouchers to become Airbnb hosts (NSW
Government 2018).
Sharp (2018) writes that Airbnb staﬀ studied the tactics used by grassroots organisations and
emulated these by sponsoring “home-sharing clubs” that can be readily mobilised to defend/
attack policies and attend protests. The campaigns waged by Airbnb have been eﬀective in not
only achieving deregulation, but also reregulation that has changed the rules of combat in their
favour (Ferreri and Sanyal, 2018).

Resistance Strikes Back
At the same time, the ﬁght has been far from one-sided.
An international network of local resistance groups, from Canadian based “Homes not Hotels”
to “Save North Shore Neighborhoods” in Hawaii and “Neighbours not Strangers” in Australia has
mobilised community action, inﬂuencing policymakers and legislators.
Some local resistance eﬀorts target tourists themselves, aiming to make visitors uncomfortable about occupying local homes. “Enjoy your stay in our former homes, y’all”, proclaims
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a poster in New Orleans, while in Berlin, the slogan “castrate gentriﬁcation” appears beneath
a distorted image of the Airbnb logo.
Cities have proven to be plucky and bold in their eﬀorts to defend local housing supply and
neighbourhoods by aﬃrming existing or introducing new planning rules and licensing regimes.
Thus cities increasingly cap the length of time homes can be rented to tourists, or limit the
number of rooms able to be oﬀered while a “host” remains present.
Ironically, but consistent with the rise of platform capitalism whereby new online businesses
seek to insert themselves into any space where value might be captured (Srnicek 2017), new
platforms have emerged to help cities enforce these regulations. Firms such as “Host
Compliance” have won contracts with a growing number of local authorities, such as Los
Angeles, Nashville, and Eugene, to police short term rentals. Rival ﬁrm “Sublet Spy” uses
“advanced military technology and artiﬁcial intelligence” to help landlords “catch illegal sublets
on sites like Airbnb”, and oﬀers cities a “municipal compliance dashboard” to help “collect taxes,
enforce laws, and levy ﬁnes” (Sublet Spy 2018).

War Wages On
In a likely win for the platforms, regulations on “home-sharing” are increasingly being set by
higher levels of government. This reﬂects a wider shift in urban planning and reform under
neoliberalism, whereby limiting local discretion and reducing “regulatory red tape” is seen to
facilitate development and economic growth. Overcoming local barriers to new and aﬀordable
housing is one thing, but dismantling regulatory protections and undermining planning authority, just so tourists can access residential accommodation, seems quite another.
As platforms become more powerful and more central to everyday life, they acquire what
Frank Pasquale (2018: np) calls “functional sovereignty.” Urban governance is now a target for
disruption. Platforms “are no longer market participants. Rather, in their ﬁelds, they are market
makers [. . .] In functional arenas from room-letting to transportation to commerce, persons will
be increasingly subject to corporate, rather than democratic, control” (Pasquale, 2017: np).
The ultimate outcome of the regulatory combat initiated by so-called sharing economy
platforms like Airbnb has not yet been decided. But the aggressors have been winning battles,
while planners and residents are put on the defensive. It is important not to lose sight of their
underlying goal – and the high stakes for cities – as platforms continue to press for rules that
empower them to draft our homes and other assets in the service of global capitalism.

Notes on Contributors
Nicole Gurran is Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at the University of Sydney. Her
research focuses on intersections between urban planning and the housing system, particularly
relationships between urban regulations, housing supply, and aﬀordability as well as the
political dimensions of housing policy. Email: nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au
Jathan Sadowski is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Smart Cities at the University of Sydney.
His research brings together technology studies, urban geography, political economy, and social
theory. He applies this interdisciplinary approach to the study of “smart systems” (data-driven,
networked, automated) and how transformative technologies are being used to shape society.
Email: jathan.sadowski@sydney.edu.au
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Platforms such as AirBnB, Uber, Taskrabbit etc are proliferating across the globe. Their success
and popularity has been based on positioning themselves as companies that oﬀer ﬂexibility to
freelance workers and asset owners and enable them to make ‘a bit of money on the side’. For
their consumers, it is about an enhanced and authentic customer experience of ´sharing´ at
a lower cost. While this rhetoric of ‘sharing’ is, at ﬁrst glance ﬂexible, inclusive and empowering,
on closer examination it presents myriad contradictions and controversies as soon as the
platforms begin interacting with existing practices and governance infrastructures. As Tom
Slee (2016) amongst others have pointed out, digital platform companies such as AirBnB and
Uber openly disrupt and often disregard local laws governing labor, housing, health, safety,
accessibility and so forth in order to safeguard their for-proﬁt operations. A key manifestation of
this is their reluctance to share data on their platform-mediated economic activities or to cooperate with local authorities who need it in order to enforce local laws and policies, citing
conﬁdentiality and privacy amongst other reasons. In our study of short-term letting in London,
for instance, we noted that local authorities struggled to gain access to corporate data to assess
the extent of the phenomenon, the percentage of entire homes, as well as the overall length
which was necessary to enforce the 90-day limit on short term lets (Ferreri and Sanyal, 2018;
Holman et al., 2018). In addition, platforms have also been slow to respond to criticisms around
discrimination (Edelman, Luca & Svirsky, 2017), sexual assault1 and other preventable issues. In
other words, they have for a long time reaped the beneﬁts of connecting people to goods and
services whilst absolving themselves of responsibility to manage problems when they arise, and
preventing access to legislators.
One could argue that part of what drives the success of platform economies is their arrival in
a time of austerity and economic recession in many parts of the world. In many countries in Europe,
such as the United Kingdom, Greece and Spain, public spending has been slashed in the wake of
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economic crises and local governments struggle to provide public services to their citizens. This
includes access to aﬀordable housing, aﬀordable public transportation and other public services.
The empowering rhetoric of platform economies of ‘sharing’ and earning ‘a bit of money on the side’
hides a more insidious practice of undermining labor protection including minimum wage, pensions, leave and so forth by recasting workers as independent contractors.2 With AirBnB, the
problems are manifold. In addition to violating local laws that disallow or limit short term lets
(Ferreri and Sanyal, 2018; Holman et al., 2018), hosts on AirBnB have been converting properties into
short lets, putting pressure on already limited housing supply and increasing rental values. Whilst
the platform claims that owners are ‘sharing’ their homes with guests, in reality, it has been shown
that a considerable number of ‘hosts’ are letting out entire homes and even buying additional
properties to put on AirBnB, and are thus not earning extra cash on the side, but rather, ﬁnding
a convenient way to circumvent local regulations and costs around hotels and hospitality. This is
because property owners and agencies have discovered that they can generate greater revenue by
putting their properties up for short term lets rather than for long term leases. As a result, in many
cases such as in London (and Barcelona), local authorities have found that at the neighbourhood
level these platforms are directly linked to a diminishing supply of aﬀordable housing for poorer
families. Many of these issues have led to increasing gentriﬁcation in many cities such as Barcelona,
and growing disenchantment and protests by local residents.
For planners, digital platforms oﬀer a number of diﬀerent challenges- from aﬀecting the
provision of public goods, to creating enforcement challenges for local authorities at a time
when budgets are being slashed, to attempting to rewrite local regulations. How can local
governments maintain planning powers over the provision of long-term adequate aﬀordable
housing with shrinking ﬁnancial means, and shrinking availability of units as well? How can they
meet their statutory obligations in the face of opposition, often from national governments who
undermine their eﬀorts in an attempt to woo these platforms (Ferreri and Sanyal, 2018; Holman
et al., 2018)? Perhaps an exploration of the politics of platform economies would expose rifts
between diﬀerent scales of governance and the rights and obligations embedded within them.
There is also the question of enforcing local regulations; city governments are at the mercy of
corporations to release their data and on devising creative ways to enforce regulations despite
shrinking budgets. In London for example, local governments have to rely on complaints by
local residents and triangulate these with Google earth images and information from the AirBnB
website itself in order to track down particular properties to ﬁne them. This is not feasible for
local governments with limited ﬁnances and staﬀ. And while some governments may embrace
platform economies as convenient and cutting-edge and a sign of a techno-utopian future, to
what extent are these platforms and their emancipatory rhetoric serving as a smokescreen to
enable the state to withdraw further?
As digitally-mediated economies are on the rise in cities across the globe, the situation has
enabled the growing inﬂuence of digital platform companies on practices of urban regulation
design and enforcement. New forms of “hybrid or cooperative regulation whereby government
and online ﬁrms negotiate around rules and their implementation” (Gurran 2018, p.301) are
being proposed as a solution, introducing a signiﬁcant shift for planning practice. While
proposals for hybridity, cooperation and negotiation are appealing, there remain unanswered
questions about the power relations at play and the implications for city governments that may
not have the resources or political clout to respond to a corporation, feeding into unprecedented dependency on IT ﬁrms for dealing with urban issues (Kitchin, 2014). As planners, we
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have to ask more diﬃcult political questions about the technological, corporatized turn in
planning that is being brought on by platform economies. The de-politicisation of digital
platforms and their implication for urban planning and policy has been going hand in hand
with declining public budgets. In this context, dependency on corporate digital providers for
solutions is often driven by a “desire to make do with the meagre amount of resources available
to most cities today” (Morozov & Bria, 2018, p.19). How could planners work towards a more
inclusive model that includes those that are not beneﬁtting from or are adversely aﬀected by
the sharing economy? Rather than retreating into technophobia, calls have been made for
asserting ‘technological sovereignty’, which has been deﬁned as “citizens’ capacity to have a say
and participate in how the technological infrastructure around them operates and what ends it
serves” (Morozov & Bria, 2018, p.22). Working towards technological sovereignty at the urban
scale, for instance, would involve municipal governments demanding diﬀerent ownership
regimes of data generated by digital platforms, which would help in assessing the extent of
platform-mediated uses and designing enforcement without the need for buying such data
from corporate partners.
The possibility for non-extractive uses of digital platform technologies (see also Gurran, 2018)
is not, however, just a matter of regaining sovereignty over data. ‘Data extractivism’ relies on the
corporatisation of a wider digital infrastructure, including knowledge and know-how, which city
governments are unlikely to have or to be able to build on their own. Even if cities were capable
of obtaining the data collected by for proﬁt digital platforms, they might ﬁnd themselves
“unable to act upon the data without advanced computing infrastructure or access to the
original algorithms” (Morozov and Bria, 2018, p.23). Planning policy tackling the multiple issues
raised by digital platform economies thus requires a much more holistic approach to rethinking
and reclaiming the wider urban digital infrastructure. From some of the cities most aﬀected by
the rise of digital-mediated short term letting, such as Barcelona, calls have been made to think
about a ‘right to the digital city’ as a fundamental component of a wider ´right to the city’ for
the 21st Century. Appeals to citizens, however, have already been rapidly incorporated into the
marketing strategy of platform companies such as Airbnb, whose website ‘airbnbcitizen’ collects
news items on positive community impact and public policy collaborations tailored to cities in
26 countries around the globe (see https://www.airbnbcitizen.com/). More work remains to be
done to both decouple citizens from consumers, and city planning from corporate solutions – if
we are to extricate urban policies from the demands of for-proﬁt platform economy giants.

Notes
1. Press Association (13 August 2017). Uber failing to report sex attacks by drivers, says Met
police. The Guardian. Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com; O’Brien, S.A., Black,
N. Devine, C. & Griﬃn, D. (30 April 2018). CNN investigation: 103 Uber drivers accused of
sexual assault or abuse. The CNN. Retrieved from https://money.cnn.com.
2. See, for example, the ongoing legal dispute between the company Deliveroo and its workers.
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Introduction
The Sharing City Seoul project, a public policy initiated by the Seoul Metropolitan Government
under Mayor Park Won-Soon in 2012, nurtures private sharing platforms with a combined proﬁt
and welfare goal. The sharing policies in Seoul cover a wide range of goods and services,
stretching from space to goods, experiences and information. The Seoul Metropolitan
Government (SMG) nurtures these local sharing platforms which work as social enterprises
that coexist with global sharing platforms such as Airbnb, Uber and others. What makes the
case of Seoul stand out is that, in the publicly supported platforms, welfare and community
goals are central motives. The policy intent is to generate local welfare rather than extracting
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proﬁts. Seoul’s sharing initiative has not gone unnoticed. The SMG has received international
recognition and was granted the Metropolis Award 2014, the Gothenburg Sustainability Award
in 2016, and the Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize in 2018.
Here, we focus on the way in which the Seoul Metropolitan Government utilizes vacant
spaces for welfare provision with a clever matchmaking policy (Johnson, 2013). The public is
proactively constructing a framework of regulations and institutions for sharing platforms that
incentivise desired market actors’ behaviour. With this policy the city can avoid facing externalities (aﬀordability problems, gentriﬁcation, illegal occupation, etc.) post factum, as experienced
in other cities with global sharing platforms such as Airbnb and others.

Sharing City Seoul Project, an Overview
The public’s interest in sharing platforms is born out of economic necessity at a time of ﬁscal
scarcity, rather than ideology alone. When taking oﬃce in 2012, Mayor Park Won-soon had to
cope with the eﬀects of an economic slowdown that led to the double-faced challenge of
a reduction of ﬁscal income and an increasing need for welfare. Additionally, the SMG embraced
the sharing policy as a means to reinvigorate community spirit which had been lost during the
paradigm shift that occurred during modernization (Kresse, 2019). In order to face these
challenges, the SMG introduced the Sharing City Seoul policy, eﬀective on 26 November 2012,
after the Seoul Metropolitan Council passed the Sharing Promotion Ordinance.

Sharing Enterprises and Organizations
The Sharing City Seoul policy is directed at nurturing an ecosystem of sharing enterprises with
the support of the SMG. These may be either existing initiatives or promising start-ups. In order
to be in touch with communities’ needs, the SMG handed over the governance of sharing
platforms to the 25 district oﬃces which handle the certiﬁcation of sharing platforms. As an
incentive, district oﬃces are awarded extra budget for higher scores in evaluations. In 2013 the
SMG invested 1.6 billion won (about 1.4 million $US1) into the program (Park, 2013).
By December 2017 the SMG had designated a total of 90 entities as sharing enterprises,
although only a fraction of these dealt with the sharing of space. In the ﬁrst place the policy
focused on existing sharing organisations which had been operating for at least six months
within the local community. These could be non-proﬁt organizations, NGO’s, businesses, social
enterprises, and social cooperatives dedicated to sharing (CCKorea and Jung, 2015). If eligible,
the City of Seoul provided administrative help, legal advice, communication consultancy, access
to public spaces, member certiﬁcation and ﬁnancial support, which amounted to roughly
20 million won per initiative (Bernardi, 2018). Certiﬁed organizations may make use of the
oﬃcial Sharing City label and will be promoted by the SMG through various channels, including
social media and the oﬃcial website of the sharing policy. Inevitably, global sharing platforms,
arguably with less of a concern for local welfare and community resilience, such as Uber and
Airbnb, entered the market. In both cases it was not easy for the foreign brands to enter the
Korean market. Due to disputes over grey zones in local regulations, Uber could not run at full
capacity for the ﬁrst few years and Airbnb had to close the part of its listings, which did not
possess correct licenses for lodging activities under the Public Health Control Act. Thus, when
global sharing platforms ﬁrst entered the Korean market, there were disputes between the
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public and these commercial sharing platforms. Today however, these platforms operate in
Korea without any signiﬁcant structures of legal restrictions. Airbnb is the biggest home-sharing
platform in Korea and Uber is operating several services with proper licenses. However, the carsharing market is dominated by KakaoTaxi, which is a local, extractive sharing platform.

Assessment Framework
We focus in this paper on describing the institutions created in the Sharing City Seoul policy and
the way organizations perform within this framework of rules, regulations and incentives (North,
1992). The question we want to address here is how has the SMG managed to nurture
‘generative’ sharing platforms that beneﬁt local communities? Speciﬁcally we look into the
way sharing organizations increase welfare in the community relative to the externality problems caused by extractive sharing platforms as experienced by other cities.

Institutional Change Through Sharing City Seoul’s Initiative
As the existing regulations were made for permanent use, at times the existing laws formed
obstacles for the operation of sharing enterprises. The Tourism Promotion Act, for example, was
geared towards local hosts that wanted to provide an authentic local experience for foreign
tourists. However, this act prohibits local hosts from opening their doors to Korean customers,
which obviously is counterproductive for the sharing economy. On top of that, obtaining a license
entailed a lengthy and inconvenient process (Lee and Lee, 2017). Another example of ineﬃciencies
created by unsupportive regulations is the land use taxation law, which does not foresee shared
use for churches. Religious facilities lose their tax exemption when being used for non-religious
purposes. Consequently, changes to some of the existing regulations were needed and the public
put legislation under the scrutiny of the Advisory Committee on the Improvement of Sharing
Institutions (2014). This committee seeks to improve regulations in order to remove legislative
obstacles for sharing platforms. On top of that, the committee works on establishing regulations for
new bills promoting the sharing economy, which should be enacted together with the central
government.
In the space-sharing sector the most important revised regulations were: the Enforcement
Decree of the Tourism Promotion Act which, after alteration, made it easier for private citizens to
register a room rental business and eased the necessary qualiﬁcations for tourist tour guides,
and the Restrictions on Special Local Taxation Act, which made it possible for churches to share
spaces (CCKorea and Jung, 2015).

Cases of Space Sharing Platforms for Welfare Improvement
Space-sharing platforms supported by the city of Seoul seek to provide an additional level of
welfare for citizens at a time when economic growth is slowing down and traditional family
structures – and with it welfare networks – break apart. As the character of the space-sharing
platforms is diverse, we provide an overview of certiﬁed platforms under the policy in Table 1.
With some of the initiatives that are certiﬁed by the SMG the welfare contribution, other than
in the form of extra income, is relatively small. This goes, for example, for home sharing
platforms that predominantly generate income for local residents in exchange for temporary

Fair Space

Norrizzang

BnB Hero

Woozoo

Modu-company

Source: Authors interpretation, based on (SMG, 2014)

Description Matching empty church space with
wedding receptions, etc.

Study room, Gardening, & Church Plus Wedding
Church space

Description Sharing a variety of co-working, meeting,
exhibition and party spaces

Culture – & Leisure space Space Cloud
share

Description Matching available parking spaces with
demand

Parking-sharing

Description Remodelling abandoned houses into
aﬀordable student share housing,
based on interests and hobbies

House-sharing & Living

Description Short-term room rental in private homes
for tourist

Room-sharing & Tourist
Accomodation

Matching available parking spaces with demand

Sellpark

Intergenerational home sharing platform where
students live at reduced rents in exchange for
providing household help and company

Peterpanz

Room-share for foreign tourists

Homestay Korea

Description Start-up incubator, providing workspace, Sharing workspace or tools to allow people to
business consulting, and match making
make furniture, household items and other
goods by recycling waste wood

Oﬃce & Co-working space Honghap Valley

Description Remodels small regional superannuated Linking idle spaces to those that need space
inns into tourist accomodations and co(Café during daytime, conference room
working spaces for local communities.
during evenings, etc.)

Objective
Platforms
Connecting idle spaces to Local Stitch
demands

Table 1. Selected sharing platforms under the Sharing City Seoul policy, 2018.
Space Noah

Labo

Home-share – Experiencing Home-stay for foreign students with
traditional and
cultural program and language
contemporary Korean
exchange between locals and
ways of living
guests

Kozaza

Linking idle spaces to those Co-working and networking space
that need space
(Café during daytime,
conference room during
evenings, etc.)
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housing in an authentic local setting and interaction with the local landlord. This model is hardly
any diﬀerent from commercial, extractive sharing platforms like Airbnb, but interaction with
locals is emphasized and platform contributions – the users pay the platform – are lower in
Seoul’s sharing platforms. This means a greater proportion of the proﬁt remains with the local
economy instead of being extracted by a global enterprise.
Other platforms, on the other hand, provide a deeper signiﬁcance as generative, welfare
promoting enterprises. We have chosen three cases which illustrate this:
The enterprise Local Stitch is a business that redevelops small, idle inns into aﬀordable shortstay living and co-working spaces that are thoroughly attached to the local community. The aim
of the platform is to provide hotel-like services and connect the guests with the local tourism
resources and facilities. The redeveloped inns therefore provide a beneﬁt that goes further than
the repurposing of the buildings alone. The local economy is strengthened with this new
impulse and the economic resilience of small, community businesses improves.
The social enterprise Norrizzang is a company that facilitates the sharing of tools and workshop space on the one hand, and promotes a circular economy by repurposing scrap wood and
old furniture on the other hand. The workshop provides self-help facilities for the community in
times of a slowing economy and promotes collaboration among users.
Finally, the ‘Peterpanz’ initiative matches spare rooms in senior citizens houses with the
demand from students for aﬀordable housing. The elderly on the other hand are in need of help
with the household chores and often lack regular social interaction. In this model students help
elderly landlords with the household routines and receive a ﬁfty per cent rent reduction in
return. Clever matchmaking results in a win-win situation for the parties involved.

Conclusions
The case of Seoul provides empirical evidence of the generative capacity of sharing platforms,
which might help to balance the on-going discussion, which is currently dominated by studies
on extractive, externality-creating platforms, such as Airbnb (Dredge, Gyimóthy, Birkbak, Elgaard
Jensen, & Madsen, 2016). This study shows how assertive governance might put peer-to-peer
sharing platforms to a public use.
The SMG has supported a network of a wide range of initiatives in diﬀerent communities. It is wise
to support social enterprises not only with funds, but also to provide consulting and training. The
decentralization strategy in which the district oﬃces implement the policy on the neighbourhood
level matches the policies ambition of strengthening the local economy and encouraging welfare
provision in neighbourhood communities. The question remains as to how much meaningful impact
the ninety sharing platforms will have on the serious welfare shortcomings. Given the available data,
it is hard to measure the economic impact of these sharing platforms on the community.
Furthermore, there is no tangible evidence as to how signiﬁcantly the economic activity in these
enterprises impacts the economic resilience of communities in Seoul. We suspect that the policy at
this moment has not turned the tide on neighbourhoods with weak local economies and serious
welfare under-provision. We hope that a cultural shift towards an increasingly strong and resilient
local economy is being made. The city of Seoul has created precedents in how the sharing economy
can provide local welfare while still being incentivized by proﬁt, which might provide interesting
cases for other cities. The local sharing platform program, combined with the regulations for platform
operations such as business licensing, nurtures sharing initiatives that show promise for
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circumventing the externality problems experienced in other cities, like the evaporation of social
housing, gentriﬁcation, and illegal occupation attributed to extractive sharing platforms such as
Airbnb, which are not being experienced in Seoul today.

Note
1. Based on an exchange rate of 0.9 $US per 1000 Korean won.
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